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Useful facts:

• M� ≈ 1000MJup

• MJup ≈ 1000M⊕

• R� ≈ 10RJup

• RJup ≈ 10R⊕

• aJup ≈ 5AU

1. We often say that planets orbit stars. But planets and their stars actually orbit their mutual
center of mass. This can be understood by noting that the momentum of the two bodies is
constant. In Kepler’s Third Law, the variable a is really the mean semimajor axis, or the sum
of the planet’s and star’s distances away from their mutual center of mass: a = ap + a?. How
do ap and a? depend on the masses of the star and planet, M? and mp?

2. By how much is the Sun displaced from the Solar System’s center of mass (a.k.a. the Solar
System “barycenter”) as a result of Jupiter’s orbit? Express this displacement in a useful unit
such as Solar radii.

3. Astronomers can detect planets orbiting other stars by detecting the motion of the star—it’s
wobble—due to the planet’s gravitational tug. Use Kepler’s Third Law and constantcy of
momentum to express the time variation of the line-of-sight velocity of the star in terms of
the orbital period P , the mass of the star M? and the mass of the planet mp � M?. Does the
scaling of your relationship agree with your intuition? For example, does the velocity amplitude
behave as you expect as the period increases, or the mass of the central star decreases?

4. Express the maximum velocity amplitude, K, in terms of solar masses, years and Jupiter
masses.

5. What is the velocity amplitude, K, of a Jupiter-analog planet around a Solar-analog star?

6. What is the velocity amplitude, K, of an Earth-mass planet in a 1-year orbit around a G star?

7. Figure 9.5 in Carroll & Ostlie shows the spectrum of the Sun, which exhibits numerous ab-
sorption lines. Astronomers can detect the motion of a star by measuring the Doppler shifts
of stellar absorption lines. A typical iron absorption line has a full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of 0.016 nm and a center at 550.1 nm. By how much will this line shift in response
to a Jupiter orbiting at 1 AU (assume a 1 solar mass star)?

8. By how much will the line shift in response to an Earth orbiting at 1 AU?

9. A stellar spectrum is usually sampled by pixels on the detector of a spectrometer such as HIRES
on Keck. The pixel scale on HIRES is 0.0025 nm per pixel. Modern-day RV measurement
precision is about 1 m/s. What fraction of a pixel shift is this? How can astronomers actually
pull off this feat?
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